The mechanism by which proteins are denatured by urea is still not well understood, especially on the atomic scale where these interactions occur in vivo. In this study, the structure of the peptide GPG has been investigated in aqueous urea solutions in order to understand the combination of roles that both urea and water play in protein unfolding. Using a combination of neutron diffraction enhanced by isotopic substitution and computer simulations, it was found, in opposition with previous simulations studies, that urea is preferred over water around polar and charged portions of the peptides. Further, it appears that while urea directly replaces water around the nitrogen groups on GPG that urea and water occupy different positions around the peptide bond carbonyl groups. This suggests that urea may in fact weaken the peptide bond, disrupting the peptide backbone, thus ultimately causing denaturation.
Introduction
It has long been known that proteins unfold in the presence of urea in vitro. 1 There are a multiplicity of theories as to how the presence of this small molecule denatures these relatively large macromolecules, yet there is no consensus on the mechanism by which this occurs. There are two broad categories of current theories concerning this process on an atomistic level -''direct'' and ''indirect'' denaturation. The so-called ''indirect'' model suggests that urea disrupts or interferes with the water structure surrounding the protein which indirectly leads to a loss in its stability. One proposed mechanism for this is that urea indirectly ''dries'' the protein thus lowering the protein hydration and weakening the hydrophobic effect. 2 Compared with theories which support an ''indirect'' mechanism, there are a much larger number of ''direct'' theories, investigations which support the direct denaturation of proteins by urea propose a variety of preferred urea-protein interactions sites -the protein backbone, 3 the side chains, 4 hydrophobic 5 or polar and charged residues 6 have all been suggested as the sites where denaturation is initialized.
Stepwise denaturation processes of proteins by urea have also been proposed, where Hua et al. have suggested that once urea has expelled the first hydration layer around the protein, the hydrophobic core is penetrated by urea as opposed to water. 7, 8 This is contrary to other investigations which found that the hydrophobic core was preferentially solvated by water in the first instance. 9 Despite this relatively wide range of computational studies, there is little experimental information concerning how urea molecules interact with different components of proteins on the atomic scale as these interactions can only be probed via techniques which measure on the order of angstroms (10 À10 m Å).
While NMR does provide some experimental evidence of folded and unfolded protein structure in aqueous solution upon the addition of urea, the timescale of NMR makes it difficult to assess the process of unfolding, direct urea-protein interactions and more importantly how urea and water molecules might or might not interact with each other to affect a structural change in the protein. Moreover, as the unfolded state of proteins is conformationally highly flexible it is difficult to employ structural experimental techniques to address the conflicting explanations on protein folding and unfolding.
In the current work, the structure of the short glycineproline-glycine peptide (GPG-NH 2 ; Fig. 1 ) in the presence of urea in water has been determined using a combination of neutron scattering and computational techniques. This small peptide, which contains a sequence common in b-turns found in many proteins, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] presents an ideal model for understanding how urea interacts with different components of a peptide in order to nucleate the unfolding process. The atomic-scale hydration and conformation of this short chain peptide have been previously measured, 15, 16 thus allowing for a direct understanding of how urea and water interact with this molecule in solution. This peptide is also small enough to be investigated experimentally using neutron diffraction techniques which directly address molecular structure and, importantly, structural interactions between water and biomolecules in solution. Using this experimental technique in concert with computation, the interplay between water and urea and how, on a site-specific basis, this relates to how proteins unfold in the presence of urea can be assessed.
Methods

Sample preparation
Glycyl-L-prolyl-glycinamideÁHCl (GPGÁHCl) was purchased from Bachem (Bubendorf, Switzerland), urea from Sigma Aldrich and both were used without further purification. For the samples which required deuterium labeling, GPGÁHCl and urea were dissolved in 99.8% D 2 O and then subsequently freeze-dried to remove the heavy water solvent. This process was repeated three times to ensure an adequate level of deuteration of the exchangeable hydrogens on GPG. The same procedure was followed to deuterate the hydrogen atoms on urea. Isotopomeric NDIS samples were prepared by weight under a N 2 atmosphere with degased H 2 O and/or D 2 O (99.994%) to ensure sample purity, where the final molecular ratio of GPG : urea : water was 1 : 4 : 58 for each sample. The measured pH of GPG in water with urea (3.3 M) for the samples measured here is 6.0 at E1 M concentrations.
Neutron diffraction with isotopic substitution
NDIS is a well established experimental technique which can be used to determine the atomic structure of molecules in solution. 15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] This is largely due to the fact that the neutron scattering length b for hydrogen (À3.74 fm) is very different to that of deuterium (6.67 fm). 29 This difference can be exploited by measuring a set of isotopically different yet chemically equivalent solutions, resulting in a number of unique diffraction patterns. The diffraction pattern (or static structure factor) for a liquid or solution is F(Q),
where c i and b i are the relative concentration and scattering length of atom i, respectively, d ab is the Kronecker delta function, Q is the scattering vector, Q = 4p/lÁsin(2y/2) with the neutron wavelength l and the scattering angle 2y. Eqn (1) describes the sum of all of the partial structure factors S ab (Q) for each unique atom-atom correlation. The Fourier transform of partial structure factors S ab (Q) gives the atomic distances in real space, g ab (r) (RDFs) on the Å scale via
where r is the atomic number density of the sample (in atoms per Å 3 ) and g ab (r) is the radial distribution function (RDF)
between atoms a and b. Neutron diffraction measurements were performed at 298 K on the SANDALS instrument located at the ISIS Facility (STFC, UK) on GPG-NH 3 + Cl À in aqueous urea solutions (see Fig. 1 ) using five isotopically substituted water solvents and appropriately labelled peptides and urea molecules to match these solvents (see ESI †). The samples were contained in SiO 2 cells which had a sample thickness of 1 mm and a wall thickness of 1 mm. Diffraction data were collected for between 8 and 9.5 hours per sample. Data were also collected for the empty cells, the empty instrument and a vanadium standard for background subtraction and normalization. The data for samples, cells, empty instrument and vanadium were corrected for absorption, multiple scattering and inelasticity effects and then subsequently converted to F(Q) using the GUDRUN program.
30,31
Empirical potential structure refinement
Empirical potential structure refinement (EPSR) is a reverse Monte Carlo technique which can be used to determine local interactions present in disordered materials, where the EPSR model is constrained by a set of diffraction data. EPSR uses a box of molecules at the concentration, density and temperature of the diffraction samples. In addition, 'seed' or starting potentials are given to each unique atom, where these starting potentials consist of a Lennard-Jones potential, defined by s (the distance at which the potential is zero) and e (the well depth) as well as appropriate atomic charges (q e ). During the EPSR fitting process, these potentials are iteratively refined until a good 'fit' to the diffraction data is obtained. 32, 33 In the current EPSR simulation, the modeling box contained 20 GPG molecules (Fig. 1) , 20 Cl À ions, 80 urea molecules and 1160
water molecules at the measured density (r = 0.101 atoms Å
À3
) at 298 K. Parameters for water molecules were taken from the SPC/E water model 34 and parameters for the GPG molecules, urea molecules and Cl À ion were from the CHARMM forcefield (see Section 2.4) and modified in order to adjust for different atomic labelling in EPSR compared with MD while ensuring electroneutrality of the simulation box. The full list of the parameters used for the starting potentials are shown in the ESI. † Similar to previous studies, 15, 16 the EPSR simulation contained a mixture of cis and trans GPG molecules (with respect to the Gly1-Pro2 bond) in ratios which correspond with that measured by 1 H NMR (10% cis; 90% trans). † Among other things, such as the ANGULA analysis described below, the individual site-site g(r)s (eqn (2)) can be extracted from the EPSR model. Coordination numbers (n b a (r)), which give the average number of b atoms around a central a atom at a distance between r min and r max , can then be calculated by integration of these g(r) functions via
Molecular dynamics
Two MD simulations at the same molecular ratios as the neutron measurements, were also performed; one consisted of GPG molecules in the trans conformation and one with all the molecules in a cis conformation, however here only the trans simulation results are shown in the main text as this is the dominant species in solution and no appreciable difference between cis and trans conformations were evident in the simulations. Each system contained 64 GPG-NH 3 + -molecules, 64 Cl À counter ions, 256 urea molecules and 3712 water molecules. The GPG-NH 3 + -molecules and the Cl À ions were modelled using the CHARMM force field, 35, 36 and the water molecules were modeled using TIP3P 37 modified for the CHARMM force field. 38 All of the bonds and angles for the water molecules were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm 39 and both simulations were conducted using GROMACS 4. 40 The same simulation protocol was used for both of the simulations carried out as part of this study. Initially, an energy minimisation simulation was used to eliminate any atomic overlaps that resulted from the construction of the initial configurations. Then a 2 ns simulation utilising the NVT ensemble with a target temperature of 300 K was performed in order to equilibrate the temperature of the system. Then a 2 ns NPT simulation was performed with a target temperature of 300 K and a target pressure of 1 atm, in order to equilibrate the pressure and volume of the simulated systems. Finally, a NPT production simulation was performed at 300 K and 1 atm for 50 ns with a timestep of 2 fs. The Nose-Hoover thermostat 41, 42 was used in all simulations to control the temperature, while the MartynaTuckerman-Tobias-Klein (MTTK) barostat 43 was used in the NPT simulations to control the pressure. A cut-off of 14 Å was used for the van der Waals interactions, and the long range Coulomb interactions were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) algorithm.
44,45
ANGULA analysis
In addition to the g(r)s, the three-dimensional arrangements of molecules relative to one another can also be extracted from the EPSR simulation box using the program ANGULA. 46 Orthonormal coordinate systems were assigned to different fragments of the GPG molecule, to the water and urea molecules (see ESI †). Using these coordinate systems, the distribution of the neighbouring water or urea molecules can be plotted relative to specific sites on the GPG molecule. 47, 48 Using 5000 snapshots of the simulation boxes (both for EPSR and MD, vide infra), the first interaction shells of water/urea, within a specific distance range, can be depicted via a spatial density map (SDM). 16, 48 Whole molecule analysis (WMA) was also performed using ANGULA. 49 In this analysis, any molecule within a chosen distance range from any atom on a central molecule (in this case GPG) can be extracted. WMA was performed over a specific distance range (Section 3.5) for water and urea around the most probable GPG conformations, enabling the aggregate distribution of water and urea around GPG to be plotted with reference to the whole molecule.
3 Results and discussion Fig. 2 shows the measured F(Q) data along with the EPSR fits to these data and a difference between the two. Additionally, this figure shows a comparison between the measured data and F(Q) functions which have been derived from the MD trajectory. From this figure, the EPSR fits are good, with only small differences occurring at low Q values, due to the fact that the inelastic background in this region is difficult to correct. 50 The MD derived data does not provide as good a comparison to the measured data compared with the EPSR fits. The corresponding Fourier transformations which show the data in real space are shown in the ESI, † along with the EPSR fits and the MD comparison. each. For GPG in both solutions, the water-water shells show two second neighbour distances compared to pure water. 33 In GPG, the closer of these two second shells most likely occurs from both the Cl À ion-water interactions and GPG-water interactions (GPG is cationic), as ions have been observed to have a constricting effect on the second nearest neighbour distance in the O w -O w RDF in solutions. 52 Interestingly, in the present GPG:urea:water solutions, the further second neighbour peak has shifted to slightly higher r values relative to GPG in the absence of urea. This shift to higher values has also been observed for higher concentrations of urea in solution, 54 while in contrast mixtures of trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) and urea in solution showed a more limited perturbation to this second hydration shell in solution. 25 3.2 Urea and water interactions with peptide bond oxygens Fig. 4 shows the RDFs for water and urea around the peptide bond carbonyl oxygens in GPG (Fig. 1 ) from both EPSR fits to the neutron data and the MD simluations. It is immediately evident that all of the hydrogen bonds from either water or urea to the GPG oxygens occur at the same distances (B1.9 Å). There are also fewer hydrogen bonds from urea to the GPG oxygens compared with water (the coordination numbers (n b a ; eqn (3)) for the RDFs in Fig. 4 are listed in Table 1 ). What is also clear from Fig. 4 and Table 1 is that the GPG oxygens interact with water to varying degrees, specifically the hydration increases from O1 to O3 in both simulations. This same trend is observed for urea-GPG interactions, with O3 showing the highest number of urea-hydrogen bonds and the O1 oxygen the least. In general, the water coordination numbers from the EPSR fits to the neutron data are larger than from the MD trajectories, and MD shows comparatively more Ox-urea contacts. depict the most probable location of water and urea molecules in 3-dimensions around each of the GPG oxygens within a specific distance range. In both simulations, the SDMs are similar, where for each oxygen there is much broader distribution of urea molecules compared with water molecules in the surrounding shells. For instance, for the Gly1-Pro2 peptide bond oxygen (O1; Fig. 1 ) the urea molecules have a high probability of not only being located behind the oxygen atom (in the Àx direction towards the proline ring) but also on either side of the O1 atom. Water molecules, on the other hand, show a more narrow distribution of locations with a high probability of being located behind the O1 atom. To varying degrees this is true for all of the oxygen sites; urea preferentially occupies spaces where the waters have a low probability of being located. Fig. 5 shows g(r)s between urea and water oxygens (O u and O w , respectively) and the GPG nitrogens ( Fig. 1 ) and the coordination numbers for these functions are listed in Table 2 . In both EPSR fits to the neutron data and MD simulations, both the water and urea interactions with the GPG nitrogens are broadly similar although MD shows significantly more urea interactions compared with EPSR (Table 2) . This is especially evident in the N2 and N3 g(r)s and in the comparison of coordination numbers for these functions. The -NH 3 + -nitrogen clearly shows the most prominent peaks for the water-nitrogen and urea-nitrogen interactions, which are a result of hydrogen bonding from the N-terminal hydrogens to the O w and O u oxygens (the g HO u /O w (r)s are shown in the ESI †). The Pro2-Gly3 peptide bond nitrogen (N3) also shows sharp peaks for both water and urea molecules at relatively low r values, which again are a result of hydrogen bonding between the Hn3 hydrogen ( Fig. 1 ) and the O w and O u atoms. Interestingly, while the N1 and N3 (Fig. 5 ) first peaks are sharp and well defined, both the proline ring nitrogen (N2) and Gly3-Ncap (NT) nitrogen-water g(r)s show broader and less well defined first peaks, indicating a more disordered distribution of water molecules around the Pro2 ring and Ncap portions of GPG. For N2, this is unsurprising given the lack of a hydrogen on the proline ring to which water or urea molecules could potentially form hydrogen bonds. For the Ncap (NT), the relatively broad peak in the g NTO w (r) function is rather unexpected given that hydrogen bonds are formed between the both HT1 and HT2 atoms and water oxygens. In comparison the terminal amide nitrogenurea nearest neighbour g(r) is much more well defined. Fig. 5 also shows the SDMs for water and urea around the nitrogen atoms in GPG. As opposed to the SDMs in Fig. 4 where water and urea are in different places around the oxygen atoms, both water and urea occupy similar locations around each nitrogen for both EPSR fits to the neutron data and the MD simulations. This indicates that urea is likely to directly replace the waters around the peptide-bond nitrogen groups, rather than coordinating in a different location. The only slight exception to this is the EPSR for the proline (N2) nitrogen which shows a more diffuse shell of urea molecules around the proline nitrogen compared with the MD. This is, in part, likely a result of these closest urea molecules being spread over a much larger distance range as evidenced by the g N2O u (r) function.
Water structure
Urea and water interactions with backbone nitrogens
Urea preferred over water for most peptide bond atoms
In order to quantify the preference of water or urea around specific sites on GPG, a contact coefficient analysis was performed. Previously, a similar analysis was used for MD simulations for small peptides in aqueous urea solutions, 55 where in that investigation the contact was defined as any atom on a water or urea molecule being within 3.5 Å of a particular atom on the amino acid. Given the variety of first peak positions in the RDFs in Fig. 4 and 5, here the relative preference of urea or water around a specific site was determined using distances that correspond to the first minimum in the g(r) as a criteria. This relative preference can be defined by a preference ratio P 
This relative preference was quantified by taking the ratio of the coordination numbers (eqn (1)) of GPG atoms (X) around water and urea.
It should be noted that in eqn (4) the ''inverse'' coordination numbers (see ESI †) to those shown in Tables 1 and 2 were used to determine this ratio -giving, for instance the number of N1 atoms around O w atoms rather than the number of O w atoms around O1 atoms -as this automatically corrects for the fact that there are more waters than urea in the present solutions (the inverse coordination numbers are shown in the ESI †). The P r UW X has been determined for all of the GPG nitrogens and are tabulated in Table 3 . Similar to previous investigations, 55 a contact coefficient greater than 1 indicates that urea is preferred over water and less than 1 indicates that water is preferred over urea. From Table 3 , both GPG nitrogens and oxygens preferentially interact with urea over water, this is especially clear for the Pro2-Gly3 peptide bond and N-terminal hydrogens where urea shows a relatively large preference for these polar/charged portions of the peptide. The Gly1-Pro2 (N2) and Ncap (NT) nitrogen atoms on the other hand, show a less marked preference for urea and for the EPSR fits to the neutron data these nitrogens prefer water over urea, if only marginally. Interestingly, although the hydration and urea contacts around the oxygen atoms showed the same trend in coordination for both MD and EPSR, the contact coefficients reveal that in MD all of the oxygens preferentially interact with urea over water, while in EPSR only O2 and O3 show this preference. These two methods also show a large difference in the relative contact coefficients for O1 with MD showing a large preference of urea while in EPSR this atom shows a marked preference to be hydrated. This may be a result of how 'folded' the peptides are in solution. The MD simulation has more folded peptides, as a comparison between the O1-HT1/2 intra-peptide contacts, which is indicative of beta-turn formation (see ESI †), 15 shows a larger number of folded GPG molecules in the MD simulation (B24%) compared with EPSR (B4%) and oddly here there are slightly more folded GPG peptides in the presence of urea than without in the MD simulations. 15 More unfolded peptides would be more solvent accessible and therefore somewhat Table 2 for each atom.
higher solvation might be expected around the O1 atom. To test this, the O1-H w coordination numbers were taken for folded vs. unfolded peptides in the MD simulation, where GPG was considered to be 'folded' when the HT1-O1 distance was less than 4.5 Å. The coordination numbers do show that the O1 atom is slightly less hydrated when folded n 
Whole molecule analysis
In addition to site-specific analysis of urea and water around GPG in aqueous urea solution, whole molecule analysis (WMA) has also been performed using ANGULA. 49 This analysis allows for the most probable location of solvent molecules -water or urea -around the entire GPG molecule to be determined. In the WMA in Fig. 6 , the GPG molecules at the center of these plots are representative of the distribution of the GPG conformations in each of the simulations. The probability distribution of water molecules around GPG are shown in the b panels of Fig. 6 within a distance range of 0-3.5 Å.
In both MD and EPSR there is a marked preference for water to be located around the polar regions of the peptides with MD showing a higher propensity for waters being either around the -NH 3 -terminus or around the Pro2-Gly3 peptide bond in a fairly broad distribution. EPSR on the other hand shows a similar hydration shell but also shows density 'behind' the GPG peptide and overall a broader distribution of hydration compared with MD. In each of these hydration WMA plots, there is an absence of water around the proline ring portions of the peptide.
The c panels in Fig. 6 shows the most probable locations of urea molecules around GPG, with EPSR and MD showing fairly different density distributions. For EPSR, urea preferentially occupies spaces where water is absent, while MD shows a broader distribution of urea, where water and urea have a similar propensity to occupy many the same spaces around the GPG peptide; this is most clear for the band of urea density around the Pro2-Gly3 portion of the molecule in Fig. 6 . As opposed to the hydration density, the GPG-urea WMA shows density around the proline ring, with both MD and EPSR showing some density near this ring, although not in the same places.
Conclusions
In the current investigation, the bulk water structure in the GPG:water:urea system does not appear to be significantly perturbed by the presence of urea in solution over and above the slight perturbation to second neighbour shell in the g O w O w (r) for GPG in the absence of urea in Fig. 3 . 16 This is consistent with previous investigations on TMAO/urea in aqueous solution where it was found that large increases in the amount of urea in solution did not significantly perturb the bulk water structure. 25 This lack of perturbation suggests that an 'indirect' mechanism of protein denaturation by urea altering the bulk water structure is unlikely, in agreement with previous investigations. 54, 56 As opposed to previous simulations which found that water was preferred over urea for the charged and polar portions of the peptides, 55 here the charged groups of the GPG peptide in almost all cases showed a preference to form hydrogen bonds with urea rather than water ( Table 3 ). The only exception to this preference is the Gly1-Pro2 peptide bond carbonyl oxygen (O1) from the EPSR fits to the neutron data which show a clear preference to be hydrated rather than to form hydrogen bonds with urea, which may be due to the fact that MD is more 'folded' or just due to a difference between the two simulation methods.
In general, MD also showed a slightly higher level of urea-GPG contacts compared to EPSR where this preference was most notable for the Gly1-Pro2 (N2) nitrogen (Fig. 5) . This preference for urea in the MD simulations is accentuated by the WMA shown in Fig. 6 where there is a much broader distribution of GPG-urea interactions compared with the WMA for the EPSR fits to the neutron data. Even though the distribution of urea is quite different for each simulation, they both show a fairly significant probability of urea-proline ring interactions while there is an absence of water-proline contacts in GPG WMAs. This observation indicates that urea preferentially associates with the hydrophobic core of proteins rather than water as proposed by Hua et al. 7 What is perhaps most striking about the urea WMAs for both MD and EPSR fits to the neutron data is that a large portion of the density in both cases is located around different parts of the GPG backbone. This observation supports simulation studies on group transfer free energies which suggest that urea denatures proteins due to largely favourable interactions with the protein backbone. 3 That urea is preferred over water around the peptide bonds indicates that urea can easily replace water along the GPG backbone, thus lowering the overall hydration of the peptide. This is what seems to occur for the amide nitrogens in the backbone, with the SDMs Fig. 5 suggesting that waters are simply replaced by urea in the same locations around these nitrogen containing groups, this is especially evident for the Pro2-Gly3 peptide bond. For the peptide bond carbonyl oxygens however, the SDMs in Fig. 4 indicate that while there is some replacement of water by urea, that urea also has a high probability to bind to the backbone oxygens at different locations in space. Taken together, these two phenomenon suggest that the amide hydrogens in the protein backbone are the initial site of water replacement by urea forming strong hydrogen bonds with -NH-groups in a peptide or, perhaps, by extension proteins. Although in the current work only a small model peptide has been used, it may be that when initiating denaturation of a peptide or protein backbone, urea first attacks the backbone by displacing the waters around the amide groups and then as a secondary step bridges from the -NH-group to the peptide bond oxygens -which eventually will 'unzip' the backbone, exposing the hydrophobic core to the surrounding solvent molecules.
